The Ultimate Hand-Fed TREE & BRUSH CHIPPER

The New Model 250 Brush Bandit
The Chipper with the Big Appetite

A Bigger Bite
The chipper opening of the 250 is 40% bigger than our popular Model 200+ and greater than all other 12" capacity hand-fed chippers now on the market. The chipper opening at the disc is 12" x 19½". The infeed chute has been widened to 65" compared to 35" on our 200+.

More Chewing Power
Longer 19" feed wheels provide more surface area and more pulling power.
New chipper design provides more aggressive chipping action - lifts and pulls - reducing drag and provides a smoother feed.

No Indigestion
The feed wheels are mounted within inches of the chipper disc. There is NO DEAD SPOT, allowing virtually no hangups between the feed wheels and chipper disc.
Take the 250 out to dine with your tree crew. The 250 will get you home earlier for dinner.

Yes, the 250 ate the tree shown in the picture without hang-up.

For a demonstration or a video of this amazing new chipper, call or write Bandit Industries or contact your local Bandit dealer.

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, MI 49340 • PHONE: (517) 561-2270 • FAX: (517) 561-2273
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Lawn care can be a lucrative crossover business for tree care companies. See story, page 4. Photo courtesy of John Eden, Wilhelm Tree and Lawn Care, Denver.
You have all heard the expression, "Cheap may be good but good isn’t necessarily cheap!" You can apply that statement to the buyer as well as the seller. Your services may have to be competitive sometimes but not necessarily cheap, particularly if you can’t define cheap.

I had a call from an arborist in the Mid-Atlantic states the other day. He was working on a bid for a good size job and he wanted my opinion on his method of determining price. This firm, projects a professional image and enjoys an excellent reputation. The owner has been in the tree care business for many years.

He told me what he would have charged for a day for two men and equipment, on residential work and what he had bid on this project previously. His residential price was substantially more than the bid price. Now he wanted to bid the job for even less.

He knew what he paid his crew but really didn’t know his other costs. His accountant gave him a financial statement with his tax return every spring but he was always too busy to look at it. I asked him how he had arrived at his other prices. He told me that he learned from clients what others were charging and he charged a little less.

He said, “Bob, you have to understand, I’m an arborist. I’m not an accountant. I have work to sell and a crew to keep busy. If I can pay my bills, my family is comfortable and I get to go hunting every fall, I know I’m charging enough.” Then he added, “I really need this bid job to tide me over and keep my crew busy until spring breaks.”

Together we figured out the direct cost of labor, payroll taxes, workers comp and other expenses that would be incurred. We also talked about the fact that he wouldn’t get progress payments and would probably have to wait more than 30 days to get paid.

I asked him if he knew anything about the contractors who had been successful on this job previously. He told me that recently the successful bidder worked on the job himself with two of his sons, a brother-in-law and a nephew. The last he heard, the feds were chasing this guy for unpaid payroll taxes and there was some question as to who on the payroll was covered by workers compensation insurance and who got paid in cash.

After working through the numbers I suggested that it would be best to let his worst competitor get stuck with the bid. In this case, cheap would not be good for the seller and probably not for the buyer either.

The moral is: You can’t get every job, and there is no point in trying to work cheaply to do so. Knowing your costs is most important. It allows you to price your work adequately and know how flexible you can be.
Our new high torque Shindaiwa 377 pumps out 2.5 horsepower from an 8.8 pound package.

High alloy aluminum piston with two flexible cast iron rings for longer life, improved sealing and superior piston support.

Ball bearing supported crankshaft with caged needle bearing on both ends of the conrod.

Chrome plated cylinder for longer life at high RPM.

Easy single thumb-screw access to plug, filter, and carburetor.

Five-point anti-vibe system for less fatigue under sustained professional use.

Boot-mounted carburetor to eliminate vapor lock.

WHAT IT TAKES TO MAKE THE BEST SMALL SAWS IN THE WORLD.

At Shindaiwa, we have a way of making other saws look wimpy. With a family of small vertical cylinder saws that boast better power-to-weight, superior anti-vibe design, longer life, more professional features, and greater cutting torque than any other saws in their class. All backed by a 7-day unconditional money-back guarantee, and one of the strongest dealer networks in the country.

For a free demonstration of these, or our other saws, trimmers and brushcutters, see your Shindaiwa dealer today.

You won't find another small saw with the guts to stand up to a Shindaiwa. Not one.

WE SIMPLY MAKE THEM BETTER.

11975 S.W. Herman Rd., Tualatin, Oregon 97062
For the Shindaiwa dealer nearest you, call 1-800-521-7733.
Lawn Care

More Arborists Are Adding This Valuable Service To Their Businesses

Adding profit centers to your business may enable your company to improve cash flow and provide steadier work for valued employees. One such option is lawn care, which is becoming an increasingly popular sideline for arborists.

According to the Professional Lawn Care Association of America, the industry has grown an average of 7% a year since 1985. Lawn care sales in 1992 were 15% better than those in 1991, and companies project a similar increase this year.

While there can be advantages to expanding with new services, there can also be disadvantages. Companies serious about venturing into lawn care should seek the advice and support of the PLCAA. Only 13 years old, the association offers educational opportunities, business services, insurance and risk management programs, training, quarterly newsletters, consumer literature and information sharing. It also offers its “Checklist For Starting A Lawn Care Business,” which provides information for the start-up company.

There are also firms such as Green Pro Services in Hempstead, New York, that offer training, equipment and support services to start-up lawn care businesses or companies crossing over into lawn care.

Green Pro president Bob Riley points out that there are many positive aspects to lawn care. For instance, many lawn care activities can be done on days when weather conditions are not right for spraying. Also, lawn care extends the season of profitability into December, allowing firms to keep key people employed for more months during the year.

In addition, going into lawn care allows a business to expand without sinking much capital into equipment or marketing as arborists can convert their equipment to lawn care, and current clients will provide much of their work. Thus, lawn care offered by a tree care company protects accounts from being wooed away by lawn care services that also offer tree care. And, for arborists going into IPM or plant health care for trees and shrubbery, organic lawn care is a natural extension of service.

On the down side, lawn care is a different business and might involve a costly learning process before it shows a profit.

Lawns are tattle-tales! Inadequate or slipshod treatments become obvious almost immediately, so be prepared to offer only the best program available along with adequate follow-up and support.

A professional and educational approach is crucial to lawn care. As lawns have been known to turn brown for a variety of reasons, the lawn care provider must educate the client—or lose a customer. And remember: If a tree care account can become a lawn care account, then losing a lawn care customer could also mean losing a tree care client.

Also, arborists must plan for the fact that lawns require more service calls than trees or shrubs. And they must be prepared to shift vacation schedules as August is a prime lawn care service month.

Riley further cautions that complications are likely to arise in relation to the use of chemicals in lawn care. According to a recent report in Landscape Management magazine, chemical applications still account for 71% of lawn care sales. That situation may change as public pressure continues to call for more governmental regulation.
Lawn care is becoming an increasingly popular sideline for arborists. In center photo, a worker from Davey Tree Expert Co. seeds a residential lawn. Photo at top shows worker seeding a park area, while photo at bottom shows a worker mowing. Photos by Albin P. Dearing V, courtesy of Davey Tree Expert Co., Kent, Ohio.
Time to lead

This letter is in response to James Caus-ton’s plea for help to save the madrona tree in Port Angeles. (See January issue.) I talked to James and appreciate his sincere concern. I can empathize with his sense of hopelessness as he sees what has happened to this exceptional specimen tree. I would like to comment on this situation more from a philosophical point of view than from a technical point of view. We can tackle this particular problem with treatments and techniques (e.g., the heroic attempts to save the Treaty Oak in Austin) and perhaps prolong the life of this tree. But the bigger issue here has to do with how to solve these conflicts in the future. What about the next situation where the natural resource (e.g., the tree) and the builder meet?

We in the green industry have polarized ourselves by concentrating on the technicalities of how a tree eats, drinks, sleeps and breathes. We all know how to care for and manage our urban forest ... from the tree’s point of view. But, we have neglected to go outside our profession and work with and educate the many other people who have their jobs to do. We cannot wait for them to come to us—we must go to them. Trees will not get the attention they deserve unless we educate the various publics and disciplines as to the importance of the various parts of the natural resource. We, on the other hand, must learn from these other professions what their goals and objectives are so we can help them build America in an environmentally sound, cost-effective, reasonable manner.

Many developers and builders are angry and frustrated with the government. Why? Because we have written laws that tell them not to kill trees, while giving them weak criteria and no implementation guidelines. Therefore, we are legislating without educating. When the developer tries to save the trees and some die, people become angry at him. People also become angry at the local government for not doing anything about it, and all sides are frustrated, mad and polarized.

We in the green industry must go to other professions who are caught between doing their jobs (e.g., building) and adhering to basic environmental laws (e.g., tree preservation), and ask: “What can we do to help you?” We must take responsibility for helping them solve their problems first, then integrate that into our mutual goal of saving the resource. Integrity and respect will come much faster if we put the other professions first and ourselves last. This concept is very disarming and, yet, very right.

Trees are not more important than people. Remember that we are doing our jobs as arborists for the people, ultimately. We the people, through cooperation and communication, are responsible for true stewardship.

Perhaps this particular madrona tree can be saved ... or its life prolonged; perhaps

The Image Builder

Arbortech Quality

When quality work is your trademark, you need a quality image. Arbortech builds chip trucks that give your company a professional look and are equipped with all the performance features you need. Galvanneal steel body resists rust for years of service and good looks; big tool boxes organize your tools and carry them to the job site where you need them — adding to your efficiency; and convenient roof top ladder rack with heavy duty rubber coated rollers simplifies ladder storage and retrieval.

Super Performance

Put a streamlined Arbortech body on Ford’s 14,500 GVW Superduty and you have a big 12 yard load space at a small truck price. Superduty features the powerful 460 V-8 or economical 7.3 liter diesel engine. Standard equipment includes dual tanks, power steering, power brakes with rear antilock; and heavy duty front axle; with 5 speed O.D. manual or automatic O.D. transmission available.

Call Today

1-800-255-5715

Order your new 14,500 GVW units today from the industry’s largest chassis pool — or spec an Arbortech body to your own Ford Superduty. With 24 hour turnaround installation and leasing options available, we make it easier than ever to own a quality Arbortech chip body. Whether you are looking for your first new truck or an economical addition to your fleet, Arbortech chip body fits your image — quality, efficiency, performance.
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THE VO-50 SAVERS ON COSTLY SET-UP TIME!

Time is money in the tree care business, and the time you save with Versalift puts money in the bank.

Fewer set-ups, more worktime are just two reasons the VERSALIFT VO-50 is the choice of tree care professionals from coast to coast. It's been field proven to be an effective, hardworking, and dependable tool.

The VO-50 gives you reach and movement others can't match, and it's done without troublesome cables or chains, meaning safer, low-maintenance operation.

To see a VO-50 on your work site, call or write today for more information and the name of your nearest VERSALIFT distributor.

VERSALIFT
It's time for us to lead. We have been following and getting out of the way. Now it's time for us to lead, but do it with a quality that shouts integrity.

Steve Clark, urban forestry consultant
Brentwood, Tennessee

A good article
I just read Don Blair's "Thoughts on Pruning" from the December issue of Tree Care Industry. It is undoubtedly the best article I have read in the magazine. It had a great deal of heart. I especially liked Blair's encouragements to educate clients when they have uneducated or unreasonable demands which would be bad for the trees. The whole article was good!

Miki Brawner
Boulder, Colorado

Letters should be addressed to:
Tree Care Industry, Editor
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

PATENTED DESIGN - PROVEN PERFORMANCE

CUT WITH CONFIDENCE

CEI 800 SERIES CUTOY TEETH:
* Eliminate bending and breaking!
* Dependable in tough conditions!
* Last 3-5 times longer!
* No gauging!
* 5 years proven performance!
* Patented carbide design for longer edge life!

CALL US TODAY!!!
1-800-333-5234

P.O. BOX 406 OSSEO, MN 55396

Plastic Composites Corporation has produced more fiberglass booms and buckets than ANY other company. We have been the primary original equipment manufacturer of Hi-Ranger* glass components over the last three decades. Now we are in a position where we can deal directly with the rebuilding and user industry for replacement parts and repairs to fit the Hi-Ranger* and other aerial lifts.

When you buy from PCC, you get OEM quality at the best price available.

Please call to discuss your needs for glass or liners to fit Hi-Ranger* and other aerial lifts. We have the product, the price and the service team to meet your needs.

REPLACEMENT BOOMS, BUCKETS AND LINERS TO FIT HI-RANGER* AND OTHER AERIAL Lifts
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8
160 SPECIALIZED TRUCKS IN STOCK

1968 Grove TM150; 15 Ton Crane; 65' Hook Height; Gas Up And Down $19,500

1983 Chevrolet; Diesel; 5+2; with R.O. TC130, 63' Boom; 37' Jib; 112' Hook Height $49,500

1986 FORD F5000; 270 Cummins; 9 Spd.; with National 856 5-Ton Crane; 66' Hook Height $49,500

1974 GMC; V6; Auto.; 12,500 original miles with service lift 45'; 2 bucket aerial lift $8,800

1984 CHEVROLET SUBURBAN; V8; Auto.; AC; with Fairmount Rail Gear $9,900; (2) crane dumps with Fairmount 2545 rail gear $13,000 ea.

1982-84 Chevrolet Or GMC Chip Body Dumps; V6; 4 Spd.; SEVERAL AVAILABLE, CALL FOR PRICES

1987 Ford; 7.8 Diesel; 5+2; w/R.O. TC110; 11 Ton Cap.; 55' Boom + 20' Jib = 55' Hook Height $44,000 ea.

(2) 1980 GMC; CAT Diesel; Auto.; All-steel 7.5 Ton Crane $12,000 each

(2) 1990 GMC; CAT Diesel; Auto.; All-steel 7.5 Ton Crane $12,000 each

1986 INTERNATIONAL; Diesel; 5+2; with R.O. TC130; 63' Boom; 37' Jib; 112' Hook Height $43,500

(2) 1985 Ford F600 Crew Cab; 8.2 Diesel; Auto.; 22,000 GVW (No CDL); 11' Utility Bodies; (1) $8,500 (1) with Autocrane $9,500

(2) 1983 Chevrolet; 8.2 Automatic; with Autocra $13,500 each

1968 Ford; 7.8 Diesel; 5+2; w/R.O. TC110; 11 Ton Cap.; 55' Boom + 20' Jib = 55' Hook Height $47,000 ea.

(2) 1986 International; Diesel; 5+2; with R.O. TC130; 63' Boom; 37' Jib; 112' Hook Height $47,000 ea.

(8) 1978 to 1982 GMC; Gas Or Diesel; 2 Wheel Or 4 Wheel Drive; ASPLUNDH LB42, LB45 Material Handling $12,500 & up

1968 FORD; V8; 5 Spd; 5 Ton Crane & Dump Body $7,900

1988 FORD & CHEVROLET; V8; 5+4; with HOLAN 895 42' Material Handling Bucket $26,500

1968 Grove TM150; 15 Ton Crane; 65' Hook Height; Gas Up And Down $19,500

1988 FORD F600 Crew Cab; 8.2 Diesel; Auto.; 22,000 GVW (No CDL); 11' Utility Bodies; (1) $8,500 (1) with Autocrane $9,500

1978 To 1992 Telsta T400 Placer Units; FORD & CHEVROLET; Gas & Diesels.

1981 Ford F600; 270 Cummins - 9 Spd. w/National 856 15-Ton Crane; 66' Hook Height $49,500

1971 Ford C/O w/WALD Truck-Or-Liner Line Plamer $9,500

1991 Vermeer M-475 Trencher; Backhoe; Ford Diesel $13,500

1981-82 FORD LT9000; 270 Cummins - 9 Spd. w/National 856 15-Ton Crane; 66' Hook Height $49,500

1971 Ford C/O w/WALD Truck-Or-Liner Line Plamer $9,500

1981-82 FORD LT9000; 270 Cummins - 9 Spd. w/National 856 15-Ton Crane; 66' Hook Height $49,500

1973 Ford L8000; CAT Diesel; Auto.; HOLAN 3 Section Digger Derrick; 54' Hook Height $5,800

1981 Vermeer M-475 Trencher; Backhoe; Ford Diesel $13,500

1981-82 FORD LT9000; 270 Cummins - 9 Spd. w/National 856 15-Ton Crane; 66' Hook Height $49,500

1973 Ford L8000; CAT Diesel; Auto.; HOLAN 3 Section Digger Derrick; 54' Hook Height $5,800

1981 Vermeer M-475 Trencher; Backhoe; Ford Diesel $13,500

1981-82 FORD LT9000; 270 Cummins - 9 Spd. w/National 856 15-Ton Crane; 66' Hook Height $49,500

1973 Ford L8000; CAT Diesel; Auto.; HOLAN 3 Section Digger Derrick; 54' Hook Height $5,800
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The Clean Air Act

Emissions From Small Engines Under Close Watch

By Brian Barnard

When President Bush signed the Clean Air Act into law in November 1990, he called it "the most significant air pollution legislation in our nation's history." The law is aimed at reducing air pollution through a variety of motor vehicle and industrial regulations. It also required studies that found that emissions from small engines not used on the road significantly contributed to environmental pollution.

To address the issue, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is discussing approaches to develop air emissions regulations for small engines. EPA's regulations could affect non-road machinery powered by gasoline engines up to 25 horsepower, including chain saws, small brush chippers and small stump grinders currently used by the commercial arborist.

EPA is still gathering technical, economic and political data on small engine emissions. Approaches to small engine emission reductions could include refueling/spillage controls, alternative fuels, engine design changes, in-use controls, electric-powered equipment and market incentives. These approaches are specifically targeted at the commercial user of small engines.

A proposed rule on small engine emission regulations is expected to be published in November, with completion in 1994.

Before putting any regulations into effect, EPA is studying several factors to ease the burden on manufacturers and consumers of these products. EPA officials are expected to analyze emission reduction credits, fees and subsidies, and creation of a market for products that have greater environmental benefits.

According to a report by EPA's Dee North, fees and subsidies produce the most economically efficient method of changing consumer behavior.

Several tree care firms have received an "alert" from the National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health (NIOSH), entitled Request for Assistance in Preventing Falls and Electrocutions During Tree Trimming. The objective of the NIOSH report is to raise the safety consciousness of this industry. However, some points require clarification.

The NIOSH alert references two OSHA Standards with which you may be unfamiliar. These are CFR 29 1926 and 29 CFR 1910.268. The former is OSHA's Construction Industry Safety & Health Standards, intended to apply to construction worksites. The latter is known as the Telecommunications Standard, which applies to the construction and maintenance, including right-of-way maintenance, of C.A.T.V. and phone lines. Line clearance tree workers are specifically exempt from 1910.268. Residential/commercial tree workers are, by definition, not permitted to work near conductors.

In most cases, tree companies seeking regulatory guidance regarding work around overhead electrical conductors should look to OSHA's Electrical Safety-Related Work Practices Standard, sec. 1910.331. This general industry standard applies to tree care employees who work near electrical conductors when providing residential/commercial tree care. Qualified line clearance employees are specifically exempt.

The ANSI Z133 Standard for tree care operations remains the most concise and comprehensive reference source for tree care related work practices. The ANSI Standard is written by a committee of individuals from the tree care industry, and is being revised. Look for the release of the revised ANSI Z133 in the fall.

Have You Received This Alert?

Several tree care firms have received an "alert" from the National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health (NIOSH), entitled Request for Assistance in Preventing Falls and Electrocutions During Tree Trimming. The objective of the NIOSH report is to raise the safety consciousness of this industry. However, some points require clarification.

The NIOSH alert references two OSHA Standards with which you may be unfamiliar. These are CFR 29 1926 and 29 CFR 1910.268. The former is OSHA's Construction Industry Safety & Health Standards, intended to apply to construction worksites. The latter is known as the Telecommunications Standard, which applies to the construction and maintenance, including right-of-way maintenance, of C.A.T.V. and phone lines. Line clearance tree workers are specifically exempt from 1910.268. Residential/commercial tree workers are, by definition, not permitted to work near conductors.

In most cases, tree companies seeking regulatory guidance regarding work around overhead electrical conductors should look to OSHA's Electrical Safety-Related Work Practices Standard, sec. 1910.331. This general industry standard applies to tree care employees who work near electrical conductors when providing residential/commercial tree care. Qualified line clearance employees are specifically exempt.

The ANSI Z133 Standard for tree care operations remains the most concise and comprehensive reference source for tree care related work practices. The ANSI Standard is written by a committee of individuals from the tree care industry, and is being revised. Look for the release of the revised ANSI Z133 in the fall.
THE BROWN TREE CUTTER

THE TREE CUTTER ADVANTAGES
Available in Hydraulic or Mechanical Drives

1. 500 Lbs. blade bar generates a tremendous flywheel effect.
2. 810 RPM blade bar allows blade contact 54 times per second.
3. Open back cutter deck allows the unit to back into standing trees up to 8" diameter.
4. Spring mounted pressure bar applies pressure to the material above the blade contact point.

Call today for more details
(205) 795-6603
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The Difficulty Of Planning

By Laddie F. Hutar

If you're confused about the future, you're in good company, not only with fellow smaller company leaders but also with the biggest and most widely known names in business. Apple, IBM, GM, Schwinn and Sears—all are facing identity and future planning crises. Industries and the economy are in a state of flux. Top managements are at the crossroads trying to figure out which past approaches and techniques in business to keep and which to revise. They are also trying to figure out what innovations to try and what the direction and focus of their companies should be. The key question each faces is: Where are the best profitable opportunities for our company?

In business, especially in smaller companies, actions that can be put off, such as detailed planning for profitable opportunities, are deferred and deferred—regardless of their importance. This is one of the reasons there is so much erosion in the small company community.

As important as detailed profit planning is, it often does not receive the focus it deserves. The reason is that top management must face other, immediate concerns such as employee problems and requests, problems with suppliers, collections, quality, pricing, customers, machinery breakdowns, cash flow, etc.

These issues are not always deferrable and must be handled immediately—in business it's generally rush, rush—crisis; rush, rush—problem; rush, rush, rush!

Time for "detached" thinking is in short supply, at a premium, and always not an "immediate" that must be satisfied.

Deferrable actions—planning, following up that extra lead, buttoning down that last detail for increased production and sales—generally don't get done.

It's more natural to live, act and be involved in the immediate present, reacting to problems and concerns, than to try to figure out the future.

And that is what planning is: knowing where you want to go, why and how you're going to get there.

Isn't it worth 10% of your time doing detached planning to know where you're going to be going the other 90% of the time?

Planning skills

The companies that have successfully tackled this problem have approached it in a number of ways. Generally, all have introduced a special skill: structuring a detailed profit plan for today's and tomorrow's difficult and confusing business climate. This highly developed skill consists of the following elements:

—being detached from everyday operations;
—possessing a sense of keen observation and analysis;
—understanding today's troubled business conditions;
—and being able to abstract, organize and structure a wide variety of inputs, facts, insight and trends.

This skill is the direct opposite of the skills required for the involved, day-to-day, hands-on top management person. At this point, top management must turn—inherently or to outside sources—to bring new insights, approaches, techniques and motivation to the company. Inbreeding can produce biased, limited and shortsighted views, since all company employees are involved in the prevailing company culture, politics and status quo.

The challenges are there—they may be ignored, minimized or deferred, but they will not go away. The internal status quo is hard to change from within. Opportunities don't last forever; the graveyards of business are filled with companies that were so busy being busy that they lost their way and were pushed out of business by aggressive competitors who planned and acted.

Other companies never got off the ground and sputtered along for years with a marginal profit because they lacked this specialized planning skill. Procrastination, too much rear-view mirror thinking, lack of concern for planning for the future, stubbornness, and ego are all possible factors when a company does not realize its potential profitability.

Top management's key job today is not only surviving the immediate, but also knowing what lies ahead. Planning must be done for the future. Each journey begins with the first step. Management must make that first step now.

Laddie F. Hutar, CMC, is a certified management consultant and contributing author. In 1967 he founded the Hutar Growth Management Institute, a specialized management consulting firm that has been dedicated to helping smaller companies achieve programmed growth. He is a graduate of Purdue University and received his master's from Harvard Business School. He can be reached at 1701 E. Lake Ave., Ste. 270, Glenview, IL 60025. Phone: 708-724-1910.
“We first started using ROOTS™ Concentrate as a final application during transplanting in our tree relocation projects to increase survival rates. We were so pleased with the results that we incorporated it into our tree fertilization program.

The soil in South Florida is very sandy and we treat year round, so we use very low nitrogen rates and supplement with a full range of micro-nutrients. We feel ROOTS™ gives us the root growth and color we want without promoting a lot of new top growth.

We are convinced ROOTS™ works, and have made it an important component in our Total Plant Health Care Program.”

Michael Zimmerman, President
Zimmerman Tree Service
Lake Worth, Florida
Tailored For Tree Care

Shortly after Altec Industries acquired Asplundh Manufacturing last year, TCI visited the company’s plant in Creedmoor, North Carolina, where LRIJ-55 aerial lift units and Whisper Chippers are manufactured. Parts are manufactured, assembled and installed at the facility, which also houses an inventory of components, each destined for an order. A marketing division and an engineering division are also located at the site.

We were given a tour and interviewed key individuals, including Mark R. Mason, vice president and general manager; Richard Germain, director of marketing for Creedmoor products; and John Keck, director of engineering for the Creedmoor Division.

The meeting focused on how the engineering and manufacturing processes contributed to product reliability and safety.

We witnessed design work on a CAD/CAM unit. The CAD system gives designers a full view of how the unit will look when it is finished. Creedmoor Division CAD machines work in 3-D as well as 2-D for applications such as the layout of a bucket or the design of a truck. They can make a scale drawing based upon customer needs.

TCI: Can you tell us a little of the history and philosophy of Altec’s Creedmoor Division?

MASON: I am the former general manager of Prentice, so my background is timber harvesting. From my perspective, the beauty of this marriage between Altec and Asplundh is that Asplundh has a lot of respect in the marketplace by virtue of their success in the tree business. There has been, and will continue to be, ongoing feedback from the Asplundh Tree Expert Company into this facility. Asplundh is Altec’s number one customer. We will continue to serve Asplundh with all of their equipment needs for years to come.

John Keck in Engineering, Rick Germain in Marketing and the balance of our associates aren’t working in a vacuum trying to scheme up what we think serves the tree care industry best. What we do very well is listen very carefully to that customer out there, and translate that into engineering features that best serve that marketplace.

KECK: Historically, we were the customer. Asplundh Tree played a vital part in the development of the machinery. It makes a difference when you’re going to use it yourself. In a sense, we started designing today’s aerial lift back in 1958. It has constantly evolved since then.

MASON: John touched on the philosophy of manufacturing for yourself as a contractor. When you put a truck on the ground, that truck stayed in the field with a minimal amount of maintenance for seven to ten years. Asplundh Tree doesn’t have a lot of shops or garages. Where do you see their trucks parked? Gas stations, parking lots, substations. Furthermore, the units were used in the line care industry, which is high production. In line work, crews are clearing sections of line for the utility from Point A to Point B on the same road. The only time the unit isn’t in use is when the truck moves forward. One person is in the bucket and one is on the chipper through the day. As a contractor, you want good maneuverability of the unit, one with a good service life that is not going to cost a lot of money to maintain, one that is easy to maintain. All these add up to dollars saved, and that’s how you make money in line clearance.

KECK: We rely heavily on field experience as part of our overall testing program. We were developing the machine before standards existed. We developed our own standards and, as a matter of fact, a lot of our own standards ended up as industry standards. It has been our policy for a long time to only build machines with insulation.
MASON: We have the capability to meet with individual customers, find out what their individual needs are, and accomplish individualized customer design. That’s the direction we’re heading.

TCI: Cost is always such an important consideration. Tell us how your procedures affect cost.

GERMAIN: Seventy percent of the cost of the product is determined when we’re designing it. After that prototype is done and we put it out in the plant and say, “Let’s build 300 of these a year,” there’s very little that you can do to control the majority of the cost. You have some influence in terms of how you set up the plant, how you lay out, how you train people, what machine tools you use, what processes you use. But 70% of the cost is determined way back in the engineering stage.

With the advent of computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing, we have the ability to say, “What if...?” We can go through dozens and dozens of different design iterations before we build the first prototype. We have become good at simulating what’s going to happen to that unit under load on the computer.

We have a computer design program that permits us, once we get the geometry and basic specs laid out, to see what happens if we make the upper boom two feet longer, extend the side reach and put another 50 pounds in the bucket. We can input the information and the computer gives us what the stress levels are, the stability of the chassis and the load on the outriggers.

The analogy that I like to use is the automobile. All of us buy autos. Very few of us would go into a showroom and say, “I want that one,” sign on it and go. Everybody takes a test drive. For the first time in this industry, we have at our disposal tools that allow us to test-drive that machine very economically on a computer screen, as opposed to investing a whole lot of dollars and time and effort in prototypes. We have enough confidence now in our tools and our lessons learned that we test-drive different models and configurations on the computer. That’s the technology in the LIII-55.

We do our cycle testing after we build the prototype. Of course, that’s the final proof. However, you want to be close to the final design before you build anything.

KECK: We use a lot of tools here from an engineering standpoint, such as stress coding. You apply a hard, brittle shellac to the structure and put that structure under a load. The shellac will crack. We study the propagation of those cracks and the frequency of the cracks, and that determines where we ought to be going with the next step. We might apply strain gauges to get more accurate load information on a “hot spot,” where we have stresses that might begin to approach the yield of the material. We can change the design of that structure so that there is absolutely no cause for concern.
TCI: It is the fiberglass upper boom and lower boom insert which protect the operator from overhead electrical hazards while operating an insulated aerial device. The dielectric integrity of aerial lifts has always been a major issue. Problems can occur if fiberglass parts delaminate. Can you point to any current production techniques that affect delamination?

KECK: Delamination occurs with impact...if you hit a boom with a sledge hammer, you get a white layering, a separation of the layers or fibers within the layering. It’s not likely, but it’s possible.

Our booms are built up with a process that doesn’t allow delamination. The Creedmoor plant makes these insulated components with a fill-and-wind process. The process was originally developed for the aerospace industry. Glass fibers are drawn through a resin bath and continually wound around a mandrel. There are two different winds. The helical wind goes the length of the boom relatively quickly, crossing over itself repeatedly. The level wind is applied like thread on a spool, compressing the helical winds and removing the excess resin in the boom.

The key issue is air voids in the fiberglass. We apply our glass under tension, and the fibers are completely wetted with resin, one thin layer at a time. This eliminates any possibility of a void as everything is totally impregnated with resin.

Even though there is a lot of resin in the process, the ratio of glass to resin varies only a few percentage points, from 78% to 82% glass.

This is another important consideration. The high glass content gives you the high strength-to-weight ratio.

TCI: How long does it take to manufacture that boom?

GERMAIN: Eight to 10 hours. It’s a premium process. It’s not cheap. It’s labor-intensive, using premium materials that give us the attributes we desire. Does the customer see that, looking at Machine A or Machine B? Probably not.

Units are built to meet ANSI standards. Insulated tree trimming units used to be rated at 69kV. Now, because of a change in standard requirements, they are rated at 46kV.

TCI: Most of this facility is devoted to fabrication and assembly. Would you care to comment on this part of the overall process taking place in Creedmoor?

GERMAIN: We’re proud of the design of the product. It speaks for itself by virtue of the 5000-plus units that are with the Asplundh company.

But design is only as good as our production quality. We can say with confidence that in the manufacturing of booms and the welding—ongoing daily processes completely divorced from design—we have very highly skilled associates. They come in at odd hours of the day because it’s similar to a continuous process. You cannot walk away from a winding machine and have a bite to eat.

Welding is all done by certified welders, and not because of the compliance to ANSI, but because it’s the right thing to do. That’s the way we do it, and have done it that way for years, voluntarily, well in advance of any ANSI certification. That, to
me, is the true test of any product. A good design is one issue. The bottom line is how well, how consistently, that design is manufactured on a daily basis.

**TCI:** What are other key considerations for someone who might be shopping for an aerial lift?

**KECK:** One of the key things I would look at when evaluating a machine is the operating system, the hydraulics. Our design had a lot to do with being affiliated with the tree company. The machine had to go out there day in and day out, in Louisiana or South Florida or up in the north country, in Alaska, wherever. And if you can turn the truck engine on, you can operate our hydraulics. That's not true of a lot of designs.

The simplistic design of the hydraulic system is important to the average buyer. He may have a degree in horticulture, or have spent his life in tree care. The more simplistic the design is, the easier it is to maintain, the less trouble that's going to give that buyer through the life cycle.

**GERMAIN:** Another key issue when you look at the Altec product today is what it will cost you over the life cycle of that unit. And every time you look at one of our products, you can say that it's going to be at the top of the list, and you evaluate it, life-cycle costing. How much is it going to cost you—not to buy, but when you’re ready to sell it or trade it in on another one in 10 years?

If you have to replace cylinders and gearboxes or do major rebuilds after three years, that’s $10,000 you might have saved on the initial purchase price right out the window. How many jobs do you lose because the truck stopped working in the middle of the day, or a hydraulic line broke and dumped oil all over a customer’s driveway?

There is a “kick-the-tires” philosophy out there—the consumer looks for smooth operation. A fast, jerky unit tires you, it makes you less effective, it wears out the equipment. We’re really talking about safety; every time the operator moves the control handle, he knows what’s going to happen.

You’re looking at other features. Containment, critical parts protected from the elements, damage, tree limbs, what have you, has always been a trademark of our products.

The hydraulic system of the LRIII-55 is manufactured with 100% O-ring face seals. It illustrates the unit’s basic quality. When somebody buys an aerial device, they don’t ask, “What kind of fittings do you use on your hose?” They say, “I’m buying an aerial device and I kind of want to keep the oil in the machine.” As a manufacturer, we work with experts in fluid transmission and fluid connectors, adapting the technology to the design of our product. The LRIII-55 uses face-sealed fittings. The technology came from the aircraft industry and it’s used by other top-line manufacturers. It has a reason to be there.

We don’t make 65% of the value of our product. We purchase it outside, not unlike you’d see in the truck industry. Therefore, we depend heavily on our suppliers for the design expertise and incoming quality of gearboxes, cylinders, that type...
of thing. We work very closely with our suppliers at an early stage of the product development.

TCI: Now that you are independent of Asplundh, do you see any shift in the way you are manufacturing this unit?

MASON: There's a lot of very good competition out there. We feel that irrespective of the technical feature that Company A has, or the design philosophy they employ, or the design features, etc., the common denominator in the '90s and beyond is going to be how quickly one can get that product to market that meets customer expectations.

As part of Altec, we have tapped into a very sophisticated, professional, top-level marketing, manufacturing and engineering organization. And it's a case where two plus two equals five. For the first time we have at our disposal the full scope of some very talented people and tools that will allow us to bring to market, in a much faster time, products that the tree care industry likes. We are in our infancy at this location, yet there is already constant, ongoing, daily dialogue between the people here and their counterparts in St. Joseph, Missouri. The leverage that we're just beginning to see will ultimately become new products to the tree care industry at a much quicker pace than people were used to seeing in the past.

I say that with confidence because we have all these tools at our disposal. We have the lessons learned from 30 years being associated with Asplundh. We have state-of-the-art tools like CAD/CAM, finite element analysis, stress probing, and a whole host of technical tools that we can use to accelerate product development. We've simulated the use and abuse that unit is going to see for years to come. We have great confidence that when we introduce a new product, or an enhancement of the product, it is what the customer wants. Often, we've beaten the competition to the marketplace.

TCI: Are you going to explore niche marketing of products that would be unique to the tree care industry, as opposed to line clearing?

GERMAIN: You bet.

TCI: Do you have a handle on what the general arborist would want, and how would that differ from what the line clearance contractor would want?

MASON: We're not just talking about the traditional arborist; we are also talking about landscaping people who are breaking into that area, and vice-versa.

GERMAIN: You have to look at the applications. Generally speaking, an aerial device designed for line-clearing application, I feel, would be excellent to use for the horticultural end of it, or for someone breaking into that industry. We're already looking at the next step. We brought out the LR III-55, which is a 55-foot aerial device, after we looked at not only the height to the bottom of the bucket, but the need for side reach for the tree care industry.
When you buy Altec, you're buying more than just rugged, reliable equipment. You're buying the expertise, enthusiasm and dedication of more than 1,500 Altec people. People who care about how well your fleet is running. People who have the knowledge to keep it running long after the sale has gone through. It's this kind of commitment to customer service that's made Altec the best-known name in the industry.

It's also a commitment to put every resource at your disposal—all of our people, our financial strength, more than sixty years of experience, and the largest manufacturing and service facilities in the business.

At Altec, we know that customer service is an attitude, not just a job. Now, that's a powerful statement. But nothing less than you'd expect from the leader in the industry.
TCI: Right now, the Asplundh Tree Expert Company has an inventory of 50 to 60 aerial devices here. Would you care to comment on that?

GERMAIN: You are talking about the world’s largest tree-trimming company and that’s how they ready themselves. When you’re looking at a fleet of 3600 aerial devices, 50 spares is nothing.

TCI: Would they mobilize part of this inventory to respond to a disaster, like the recent hurricane in South Florida?

GERMAIN: Sure. They can say, “Hey, Mr. Florida Power and Light, we’re ready to go. We’ve got the inventory and we can get crews from other areas.”

The small business person may see the same type of opportunity, or is forced to make a quick purchasing decision just to service his good customers. He can’t wait until June while we process an order for an aerial device. If you don’t have it, you’ve missed your opportunity as a manufacturer.

MASON: The challenge for us, in a nutshell, is a total value selling concept through the end consumer. We’re not going to compromise the product. Are we going to take costs down? You bet. We’re always looking for qualified suppliers that can give us the level of quality and service we need. We’re always looking at improving processes and innovative product design.

GERMAIN: Serviceability is a big issue. Ease of service relates to how hard it is to get to the repair. Is the malfunction buried so deeply in the machine that you have to tear half of it apart to fix it? We have to face the fact that the tree crews often have to maintain the equipment, or at least perform minor repairs. They have to change cables, deal with the hydraulic system. And they can do it. It usually doesn’t require special expertise.

Additional side reach increases the operator’s productivity. One of the things that the LRIII-55 gives to the user is the ability to maximize his productive time.

MASON: We paint a pretty picture of Altec and paint a pretty picture of the Creedmoor Division, but we know we aren’t perfect. We’ve got a long journey ahead of us to achieve what we feel to be total quality management. We have an 8:30 production meeting here every morning. The group is made up of people from sales, marketing, engineering and manufacturing.

We’re very proud of this facility and very proud of the associates who work here, and extremely proud of the product we have developed and produced here today. We look at ourselves as the manufacturers everyone can measure themselves against.
In August, NAA members received a FREE BACK INJURY PREVENTION PROGRAM including a video, posters, decals and a training manual for supervisors to implement the program with. This month, the members received a FREE PLANT HEALTH CARE program which included a consumer video, a marketing and operations strategy manual and a compendium of technical resources.

There are many other benefits of NAA membership that are also invaluable: the ability to network with other members, the free management guidelines and all of the other training programs including:

- NAA’s Home Study Program updated in 1991
- The Crewleader Training Program updated in 1992
- The Electrical Hazards Awareness Program updated in 1992
- Video training programs on chainsaws and chipper use and safety, aerial rescue, pruning techniques and pruning standards and others.

These programs are available at substantial discounts to NAA members. In addition there are insurance programs, the annual management conference, marketing support and the NAA staff. You can call the NAA HOTLINE (1-800-733-2622) and ask any question about the tree care industry that you want. If the staff doesn’t have the answer, they know where to find it for you.

If your firm is not an NAA member, why not JOIN TODAY—and start enjoying all of the benefits of membership.

Special Offer: Join now for the NEW introductory dues of $150. Your annual dues in 1994 will be based on your firm’s gross sales for 1993.

☐ YES, I want to belong to NAA and take advantage of this “Special Offer”? Enclosed is my payment of $150 for dues through 1993.

☐ I’m interested. Send me more information.

☐ Send me information on your training programs.

Name __________________________
Title __________________________ Company __________________________
Street __________________________
City __________ State __________ Zip __________
Phone __________________________

☐ Check enclosed payable to NAA ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard
Account # __________ Exp. Date __________
Signature __________________________

Referred by (optional): __________________________

The National Arborist Association, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031
Phone 1(800)733-2622  Fax (603)672-2613
Membership starts when you submit certificates of insurance. Membership is available to commercial tree service firms only.
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As students, faculty, staff and media look on, a crew from Ted Collins plants an
Arbor Day tree for Hillside Children’s Center.

Abor Day:

Make It Your Major Holiday

By Duane Pancoast

Abor Day should be a major holiday for every arborist. The holiday was initiated
more than a century ago to encourage tree planting on Nebraska’s barren plain.
In the last 120 years, however, we have lost trees instead of gaining them. The
concern over this loss is being expressed at the highest levels of the private and
public sectors.

Marking Arbor Day by planting or caring for community trees will underscore
your dedication to the preservation of our urban forest—if you get credit for your efforts.
A basic definition of public relations is doing good and getting credit for it. Doing
great things on Arbor Day without much publicity not only wastes your time and money, it also does nothing to increase awareness about the need for more urban trees.

Arbor Day promotions can take many forms. They can include tree plantings or
tree prunings. You can do one big promotion or several small ones.

Ted Collins Tree & Landscape, a large arbor care and landscape company headquartered in the Rochester, New York, suburb of Victor, has used many approaches in its 35-year history. In recent years, the company has held a number of small plantings. This tactic helped several community organizations, was good exposure for each of the company sales representatives and resulted in good publicity in each community newspaper. This year, Ted Collins Tree & Landscape tried a different approach. A single, large tree was planted for one of the most visible non-profit organizations in the area.

Imagine how awestruck faculty, staff and students at a new school might be when a Big John Tree Transplanter pulls in and plants a 25-foot-tall, 7-inch caliper red oak (*Quercus Rubra*). That’s exactly what happened at Hillside Children’s Center. The big oak became the first tree installed in the landscape of the center’s new $600,000 Andrew-Trahay School. Hillside is a large, non-profit residence and educational facility for troubled children. Its main campus is perched atop a hill and the new school was built, literally, on the hillside.

Ted Collins Tree & Landscape donated and planted the tree with WHAM radio, a 50,000-watt clear channel talk station. The company had planned to run pre-Arbor Day commercials on the station. The tree planting extended the benefits from the commercials since the station on-air personalities talked about the Hillside planting for several days before Arbor Day. To extend the exposure even more, the radio station kicked off a contest on Arbor Day, inviting listeners to send in their name, address and phone number. A week later, a large tree was awarded to the winner and Ted Collins gift certificates to four runners-up.

The Hillside planting was carried live on WHAM. Photos of the fog-shrouded event were taken and sent, along with a news release, to area newspapers. The photos and releases were sent out from the Hillside public relations office, with input and a quote from Greg Frank, Collins vice president of sales.

If the organization with which you work on an Arbor Day observance is non-profit and has an active public relations department, it will be to your benefit to let them handle the publicity. As non-profit organizations are perceived as neutral with no axe to grind, the media are more apt to cover the event or use the release than if you contacted them.

But be sure you provide input. The organization’s public relations people are not arborists, and they will look to you for input, especially technical input. Insist on providing it to be sure that the release is technically correct and does not reflect badly on you.
Each year gypsy moths defoliate hundreds of thousands of acres of trees. In residential areas. Big cities. Small towns. National parks. And state parks. But the trees can be saved.

Spray programs that include Dimilin® insect growth regulator have been highly effective in controlling tree-damaging gypsy moth larvae.

What's more, Dimilin is a target specific material. Beneficial insects such as predators and bees aren't affected by the spray. And it's kind to the environment, too.

This year use Dimilin in your gypsy moth control program. And save the trees.
The tree planting coincided with the first day of classes at the school and Hillside’s Director of Education, Richard Schonfeld, summed up the center’s gratitude when he said: “This is really a symbol of this community’s dedication to the education of troubled children. Its growth will parallel the emotional growth of the young people being taught and cared for within the school’s walls.” Schonfeld also appreciated an opportunity to work the Big John controls, guided by the professional operator.

“Small plantings,” says Frank, “resulted in many mentions in community newspapers, but seldom in the major metropolitan media. The television stations and daily papers usually try to appear neutral by covering a planting staged by the local nursery and landscape association. Tying in with a radio station gave us the metropolitan coverage we needed and served as a good bonus for our successful commercial campaign. In fact, the commercials were so effective, we extended the campaign for two weeks beyond Arbor Day. And, we received community newspaper exposure in conjunction with Hillside.”

While you will have to tailor your program to your community, the Ted Collins 1992 Arbor Day program should give you some good ideas for starters. The bottom line, however, is to get involved, do good and get credit. That’s what public relations is all about.

Duane Pancoast, who is accredited in public relations by the Public Relations Society of America, is president of The Pancoast Concern, Ltd., a public relations counseling firm and advertising agency serving green industry companies nationally from its headquarters in Victor, New York. Ted Collins Tree & Landscape has been a client for 22 years.
BASIC TRAINING
FOR FIELD PERSONNEL

NAA'S Home Study Programs
Make The Difference!

The National Arborist Association's Home Study Programs are easy to use, economical and result in more efficient, productive, profitable field personnel.

1. Field personnel do a much better job more safely if they know why they are doing what they are doing.
2. NAA's programs can be put to use at any time from the first day of employment on.
3. Not everyone is ready for certification or even capable of becoming certified.
4. Everyone is capable of benefiting from NAA's Home Study Programs.
5. The Home Study Programs serve as excellent preparation for those who aspire to become certified arborists in the future.

COURSE ADMINISTRATION
Each section of the program contains an objective multiple choice test. Upon completion of each section, the student submits their test package to the NAA office for scoring. When the results are received, the student may proceed to the next assignment.

Upon successful completion of each Series, students will be awarded a Certificate of Completion.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Employee development has been one of the greatest problems in the arboriculture industry. It has been estimated that it costs you, the employer, more than $10,000 to replace and properly train a worker. The primary objective of NAA's Home Study Program is to improve staff quality, dedication and professionalism while providing practical study that can be completed within the staff member's own time frame.

COURSE CONTENTS
With more than 400 pages, the HSP represents a major work in the field of arboricultural education. Each course consists of eight individual sessions. Students are urged to complete at least one session per month.

SERIES I AND SERIES II TOPICS INCLUDE:
- Anatomy and Physiology of Trees
- Soils
- Compartmentalization of Decay in Trees
- Safety Practices of Workers in Shade Trees
- Pruning of Shade and Ornamental Trees
- Identification and Selection of Trees
- Transplanting Shade and Ornamental Trees
- Diagnosis of Shade and Ornamental Tree Problems
- Non-Parasitic Injuries to Shade and Ornamental Trees
- Insect Problems, Disease Problems
- Pollution Damage, Pest Management
- Fertilization and Watering
- Maintenance and Repair Practices for Shade and Ornamental Trees

To order your HOME STUDY BASIC TRAINING simply fill out the Order Form on Page 37 or call The National Arborist Association at 1-800-733-2622
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March 3
Seminar: Identifying and Controlling Common Problems of Trees and Shrubs: The IPM Approach
Villanova University, Pennsylvania
Contact: Keystone Tree Experts, 215-348-4444

March 5
Foreman’s Training Seminar

March 9-10
Shade Tree Short Course
Iowa State University
Contact: 515-294-1168

March 13
Arboriculture III
Flamingo Gardens
Davie, Fla.
Contact: Anita Ayhens, 305-473-2955

March 15-16
Michigan Forestry & Park Association
East Lansing, Mich.
Contact: Bill Voorhees, 616-775-9506

March 22-25
New Tree Biology Workshop
Community College
Seattle, Wash.
Contact: Michael Schnad, 206-684-7457

November 18-20
TCI EXPO
Cleveland, Ohio
Contact: Chris Brown, 800-733-2622
Mauget Tree Care Seminars Help You Protect The Environment

When you attend a Mauget seminar, you learn about micro injection, tree health management and how to protect the environment.

Seminars are designed to address local problems and conditions. Each meeting covers specific topics relating to the tree's environment -- diseases, insects, nutrition, pruning, spraying, wounding, and lightning protection.

Annual Mauget seminars and workshops are open to everyone who cares for trees -- owners, managers and applicators. Plan on attending a Mauget seminar. Seminar dates, cities, and distributor marketing areas are listed below. Call your nearest Mauget distributor today.

Guardian Tree Experts
Rockville, MD
DC, MD, VA, DE, E. PA
(301) 881-8550
Jan. 12, Galileans, MD
Mar. 11, Philadelphia, PA

Enfields Tree Service
Elkhorn, NE
ND, Eastern SD, NE, MN, CO
(605) 522-0533
Jan. 22, Oklahoma City, OK
Feb. 11, Kansas City, MO
Mar. 26, Elkhorn, MN
Mar. 12, Elkhorn, NE

Forrest Lyle & Sons
Cincinnati, OH
SW Ohio
(513) 521-1464
Jan. 22, Cincinnati, OH

Tree Injection Products Co.
Knoxville, TN
KY, TN, N AL
(416) 522-0533
Jan. 22, Lexington, KY
Jan. 28, Macon, GA
Jan. 29, Birmingham (Homewood), AL

J. J. Mauget Company
2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
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We should be skeptical of fantastic discoveries and unsubstantiated research reports.

analyze in their natural settings. What may be true of a sapling in the greenhouse may not be true when that sapling is planted in an urban setting and allowed to age.

New findings
During the past several decades numerous horticulture textbooks have been rewritten. As our industry matures, more and more dollars have been acquired by educational institutions for research and development. The results of this research have disproved many of the old horticulture precepts and are giving arborists a truer picture of how they should practice arboriculture. Or maybe not!

Should all research results be accepted as true? People are inclined to believe everything they read; this is human nature. Once people see something in print they tend to believe it. Arborists who do not have an academic background often regard researchers in a demagogic sort of way and would not dare question what they report. Provided that they can interpret the technical information reported in their professional trade journals, arborists readily accept what they read as truth. If researchers would report that tree injection is O.K., then the industry’s work force would more readily incorporate injection into their tree care programs. Painting of tree wounds was a popular practice until a modern day researcher proclaimed that practice a “no-no.” Arborists quickly responded by tossing their paint pots and aerosol cans into the garbage.

In 1980 I had the good fortune to enter into graduate studies at a major accredited university. For two and a half years I was surrounded by other graduate students who worked diligently at their research projects. It was an opportunity for me to learn how to report and interpret technical information. Without this knowledge one would have a difficult time trying to understand what message a research report is attempting to convey. This experience is similar to a layman reading a legal document prepared by attorneys. As I communicated with my fellow students, it became apparent how disappointing it can be when, after three years, an investigator’s research data fails to support his/her hypothesis. Researchers expect the results of their project to be scientifically significant. Human error and careless or improper sampling techniques can easily sway research results. Unethical researchers can cleverly alter their project results in this manner. Perhaps this is why some researchers a few years ago were able to show that plants can speak or why other researchers cannot duplicate another investigator’s results. We should be skeptical of fantastic discoveries and unsubstantiated research reports. Referred reports are scrutinized by other researchers and are generally reliable. Other reports, such as manufacturer’s data, may contain a bias.

Reacting too quickly
My point is that arborists should not be so quick to accept what is reported. Soon after a research specialist crusaded for the elimination of tree paint to saw cuts, other researchers reported that some products make painting saw cuts a beneficial practice. Not too long after research proved that branch collar pruning was the best method, another researcher showed that in some instances flush cutting is preferable. Research reports can be produced which support both “pros” and “cons” regarding injection wounds. After a decade of testing, research still hasn’t proved that one method of tree fertilization is superior to the rest or which formulation of fertilizer is most effective.

This answer lies in the definition of truth. Truth is defined by one prominent
Why try and explain something that you can show in a video in less than 20 minutes?

Video programs from the National Arborist Association make it easier to train new employees and refresh the memories of experienced employees. All you have to do is select the subject and turn on the VCR!

This month's feature video is:

**Chipper Use & Safety**

Brush chippers are valuable tools but, just like an automobile, if not properly operated, a chipper can be hazardous. This video provides instruction in the safe and efficient operation of both drum and disc knife chippers. Also included is maintenance information, recommended personnel protective equipment for operators and other relevant information.

NAA/ISA Members - $40  Non-Members - $60

To order your Chipper Use & Safety video program please fill out the order form on page 37 or call The National Arborist Association at 1-800-733-2622.
scientist as an orderly repetition of events which occurs with a high degree of predictability. Each morning the sun arises in the East. We can predict this event to occur approximately every 24 hours. It occurs in an orderly fashion as one of our laws of nature. That the sun will rise in the East is surely a statement of truth. How does this apply to research? When the results of one research project corroborates the results of another research project with a similar hypothesis, then we begin to confirm what is true. For instance, I have knowledge of the results of three experiments, each testing to see if systemic pesticides can kill enough specific seed cone insects to increase the yield of viable seed. One experiment site was in California, another was in Canada and a third was in Pennsylvania. All three projects produced similar results, indicating that certain systemic pesticides were effective tools in increasing the yield of viable seeds on cones. We can see truth in this.

Researchers are people and people make mistakes. A subconscious bias may affect their interpretation of the data. We as readers who are trying to learn should not be so quick to jump on or off the bandwagon. We must continue to ask questions, read frequently, share ideas, then after looking at all angles of the issue, make some judgment. Another modern day research specialist referred to “truth” as a changing phenomenon. Keeping this in mind we learn that change will always occur as research delves deeper and deeper into a topic area. In this way, research will work to our advantage.

Palm trees transplant or lacking manganese, magnesium or potassium have difficulty producing Chlorophyll & growth may be stunted. Lutz Palm tree spikes are unmatched in their ability to restore & hold healthy green growth.
- Fast Feeder drives spikes quickly.
- After 6 months, 50% of a Lutz/Spike continues to feed while palms treated by broadcasting already show decline.

**Here's the Secret to Healthier Palms**

- Low cost
- Highly effective
- Easy to apply

LUTZ CORPORATION
For detailed information write:
Lutz Corporation
501 Ford Street • Oregon, IL 61061 or call (815) 732-2383

**Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies**

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and equipment for the professional as well as the amateur who wants a quality made tool.

For years we have made a limited line of pruner poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide basis that we can satisfy anyone else.

**PH4R Pruning Heads**

Available in threaded or clip type couplers.

**Si Saw Head**

**Peavey Manufacturing Co.**
P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
(207) 843-7611 - 843-6778 - FAX (207) 843-5005
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Longwood Gardens Gala To Benefit Scholarship Fund

The Penn-Del Chapter of the International Society of Arboriculture and members of Certified Arborists sponsored Autumnfest—the dinner-dance last fall at Longwood Gardens—to benefit the scholarship fund for arboriculture.

Since 1986 the Certified Arborists of Pennsylvania and Delaware (now ISA Certified Arborists) has offered a scholarship to college students from Pennsylvania or Delaware majoring in arboriculture. This year, a $2000 scholarship will be given to a worthy student majoring in arboriculture at the Pennsylvania School of Technology in Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

The scholarship will be named the Horace M. Thayer Memorial Scholarship in honor of the late Horace Thayer, a longtime member of the International Society of Arboriculture and the treasurer of the Penn-Del Chapter for many years. An arborist for 60 years, Thayer was a strong advocate for education in arboriculture and was one of the founders of the Certified Arborists of Pennsylvania and Delaware. Longwood Gardens, one of the finest conservatories in the country, supports the efforts of the Penn-Del Chapter to promote education through the scholarship program.

Paul McFarland, NAA president, dances with Fran Ward, chairperson of Autumnfest, at the fourth annual dinner dance held at Longwood Gardens to benefit the Penn-Del Chapter, ISA, scholarship fund.
Two Ohio University Students Receive Scholarships

Two Arbortech-National Arborist Foundation (NAF) Scholarships for arboretural studies were recently awarded to students at Ohio State University's Agricultural Technical Institute.

Scholarship winners were Mark Ciesinski, a second-year student in Landscape Construction and Contracting, and Jeffrey Bodnar, a first-year student in Landscape Construction and Contracting.

The Arbortech-NAF Scholarship was started by Arbortech, a forestry and utility truck body manufacturer in Wooster, Ohio. It is funded by Arbortech and the National Arborist Foundation (NAF), which until recently had been known as the Paul Tilford National Arborist Foundation. It was established in memory of Dr. Tilford, who became the first executive secretary for the National Arborist Association in 1947.

Dr. Tilford was a plant pathologist on the staff of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. He also served as the mayor of Wooster and was a charter member of the Wooster Shade Tree Commission.

The NAF funds projects, scholarships and research efforts of direct relevance to the commercial tree care industry. Its aim is to improve the environment through the professional care of trees.

Promotes Faster Closure of Tree Wounds
Including Lawnmower Damage

PHYTON-50™ is a formulation of natural oils and waxes, which effectively remains in place on the wound, and can be used in conjunction with PHYTON-27® Bactericide/Fungicide.

To order or for information:
Source Technology Biologicals, Inc.
3355 Hiawatha Ave. #222
Mpls., MN 55406 1-800-ELM-TREE

We've had people look at our machine and say:
NO WAY!
... the wedge is too narrow,
... the pusher too small,
... the 'I' beam isn't wide enough,
... it'll never split the kind of logs we get!

That's what we hear all the time, from folks who haven't used one. Would you believe! Three (3) full cords an hour. On a tough machine, that won't quit!

To find out more; call, write or fax:
GFX CORPORATION
200 RECREATION PARK DRIVE
HINGHAM, MA 02043-4220
617-740-0350 * FAX 617-740-0355
Cooper Pegler has introduced a new backpack sprayer for the professional user. The CP Outlaster (4.2 gallon) backpack sprayer will withstand a 60-mph impact repeatedly without damage and is priced less than $85. Renwick, Inc., has been appointed distributor/importer for Cooper Pegler spraying products for the United States, Canada and the Caribbean. Renwick, Inc. represents and distributes agricultural and building products for a myriad of manufacturers. Cooper Pegler is a division of DYNO, an Alfred Nobel Company from Oslo, Norway. Alfred Nobel was the founder of the Nobel Peace Prize and inventor of dynamite. Cooper Pegler manufactures agricultural spray equipment and its line of backpack sprayers is used in agriculture, pest control, turf, horticulture and the DIY markets. For more information call 800-537-7557.
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A new product is available to combat oak wilt and Dutch elm disease, two of the nation's most deadly tree diseases. Alamo, a systemic fungicide from Ciba-Geigy, recently received federal labeling from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for use throughout the country (excluding California). The product has been used successfully for more than two years in Texas to control oak wilt. University of Minnesota research confirms that Alamo is effective against both oak wilt and Dutch elm disease in cooler climates as well. If applied before symptoms appear, Alamo effectively prevents oak wilt and Dutch elm disease from damaging trees. It may also save some trees with as much as 30% crown loss. Alamo must be injected with special equipment into the tree's root flare, just below the soil surface. For more information, contact Ciba-Geigy's Turf and Ornamental Products group at 919-547-1160.
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Plasticade Products Corporation, formerly Best Barricade, introduces a new line of plastic minicades in bright colors and with several sign legends. The minicades come in orange, yellow and white, with high-intensity or engineer-grade reflective sheeting for high visibility to direct oncoming traffic. These portable minicades can be used for all work zone and construction areas. For further information contact Plasticade Products Corporation, 5005 Newport Drive, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008.
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The new LoadMate Series 2 multi-mod utility cart weighing only 23 pounds, can carry 10 times or more its own weight. This indoor/outdoor hauler holds 5.12 cubic feet (42 gallons, or 5.25 bushels), moves over all terrain and fits through a standard doorway. Built of stress-free rotomolded linear polyethylene and aircraft/marine-grade anodized aluminum and stainless steel fittings, LoadMate 2 is stable, back-friendly and can withstand extreme temperatures and most common chemicals. Accessories available. For further information, contact R&D Products Group, Inc., Suite 104B Lincoln Center, 10250 S.W. Greenburg Road, Portland, OR 97223.

Goossen Industries introduces a commercial chipper/shredder for landscapers and rental yards. This machine can chip limbs up to 5 inches in diameter and shred leaves or brush into decorative mulch. The CS1000 PTO unit features 540 PTO drive; the CS5000 gas-powered unit features a 13-hp Honda engine. Features include hinged housing for easy access to cutting drum; shredder cover to prevent material kickback; folding safety door on chipper chute; and 3/4-inch machined steel chipper plate. For further information contact Goossen Industries & Construction, 925 West Court St., P.O. Box 705, Beatrice, NE 68310.

Elvex Corporation offers personal protective gear for the outdoor power user. The ProVest chainsaw resistant upper body protection has eight layers of ProLar fiber designed to jam the saw chain on contact. ProChaps have eight layers of protective chainsaw jamming fibers. Fabric and protective pads are lightweight and flexible. Asymmetric design maximizes protection on the left side of each leg where most injuries occur. The ProGuard System combines head, face and ear protection in one piece. For more information, contact Elvex Corporation, 7 Trowbridge Drive, P.O. Box 850, Bethel, CT 06801. Phone: 800-888-6582.

Goossen Industries introduces a commercial chipper/shredder for landscapers and rental yards. This machine can chip limbs up to 5 inches in diameter and shred leaves or brush into decorative mulch. The CS1000 PTO unit features 540 PTO drive; the CS5000 gas-powered unit features a 13-hp Honda engine. Features include hinged housing for easy access to cutting drum; shredder cover to prevent material kickback; folding safety door on chipper chute; and 3/4-inch machined steel chipper plate. For further information contact Goossen Industries & Construction, 925 West Court St., P.O. Box 705, Beatrice, NE 68310.

Smooth Cutting and Bigger Profits for 1993!

Hydrostatic Drive SUPER CUTTERS®

RAYCO®

"The Stump Cutter People"

4255 Lincoln Way East • Wooster, Ohio 44691

PHONE 1-800-392-2686 Nationwide and Canada
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HELP WANTED

**Supervisor/arborist** for our Plant Health Care/spray Dept. We are looking for a person experienced in tree care and tree spraying operations to join our team. PHC scouting or lawn care experience helpful. Boulder Tree and Landscape Company. Phone: 303-449-2525.

**Independent quality tree care** company looking for ambitious, highly motivated tree climber/certified arborist for year-round work. Must be experienced in all aspects of tree care with proven arboricultural experience. Strong working background in large removals, pruning and cabling. Pesticide license a plus. Must be personable and have a drive for customer satisfaction. Excellent benefit program. Incentives for educational courses. Send resume and salary requirements to Musser's Tree Service, 3444 Roundtop Road, Elizabethtown, PA 17022. Phone: 717-533-4458.

**Tree care estimator**—Both field and sales experience necessary. Horticulture/forestry degree preferred. Pesticide certification helpful. Management track for right person. Send resume and salary history to: Harrison Tree Service, 1903 Bellaire Ave., Royal Oak, MI 48067. Phone: 313-542-9749.

**We are a full service** arboriculture firm with offices in the Midwest and the East Coast. With our continued expansion, we are seeking qualified arborists for production, plant health care and sales positions within our company. We consider safety, quality, production and communication to be the foundations of proper tree care. If you believe the same and wish to make arboriculture a career, we would like to hear from you. Send your resume with salary history to Carol Nallen, c/o The Care of Trees, Inc., 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone: 708-394-4220.

**Arborist.** Since 1926 we have set the standard for the practice of arboriculture in the Boston area. We are offering a limited number of full-time crew leader positions requiring CDL and strong climbing experience and/or pesticide application license, at the highest wage/benefit package available. Call or submit a resume to Lowden, Inc., 433 Chestnut Street, Needham, MA 02192. Phone: 617-444-0402.

---

**1993 Body Builders Specials**

- **Model S-14 / 12**
- **Model "B"**
- **Model MP-12**
- **Model PC-11**

Southco Industries, INC. SHELBY, N.C. 28150

1-800-331-7655
FAX: (704) 482-2015
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Two positions available. (1) Assistant manager, utility division. Opportunity involving sales, supervision, employee development and customer relations for right-of-way vegetation management services. Requires min. B.S. degree in Forestry or related field and 5 years experience in all facets of right-of-way maintenance. Excellent compensation and benefits package. (2) Arborist/salesperson. Full-time position for experienced individual to sell & perform tree care services. Strong background in diagnosis, treatments, pruning and plant health care required. Attractive compensation package. Write Arrowhead Tree Service, P.O. Box 3280, Duluth, MN 55803.

FOR SALE


Complete tree service company—fully established in Houston area 10 years. Grossing from $90,000 to $120,000 per year. Complete with office, shop, rolling stock and all equipment necessary. Residential and commercial customers already established. Great opportunity. Call for additional information. 713-448-5917. $120,000 (negotiable); financing available.

1992 Vermeer 44M on 1985 Ford 600, $22,000; 1992 44-4 pod trailer on 2 pods, new, $12,000; 1987 65 Big John pod trailer, $13,500; 1992 80 Big John, new on 1987 Volvo, $52,000; 1992 80 Big John, new $42,000; 1990 80 Big John, reconditioned, $30,000; 1990 90 Big John, reconditioned, $35,000; Vermeer stump cutters, $5550 to $11,000. Phone: 612-455-1020.

Tree service and operating base in Central New York—5000-square-foot building on 8 acres. Includes workshop, home and vehicle storage. On-site composting permitted. This business has a large customer base and is located close to a good metro market. $150,000. Phone: 315-699-8959.

Rayco stump grinders: 1992 1665 AC 65-hp, 35 hrs, $12,500; 1987 1620 JR 20-hp, 85 hrs, $3650; Also, 1988 Morbark 12-inch brush chipper, 4-cyl Hercules gas with 4- knife disc, $9450. Meadowbrook, IL. Phone: 618-377-5176.


Hi-Rangers, Asplundhs w/chip boxes & flat beds; chippers, 60 g/min Bean sprayer; stump grinders; cranes & log loaders. Pete Mainka Enterprises, 633 Cecilia Dr., Pewaukee, WI 53072. Phone: 414-691-4306.

Would you pay $79 for a tool that is guaranteed to save time on almost every job? The 39" Accu-Fell tool is used for sighting, felling, breaking stump cuts and rolling logs. Write Accu-Fell, 2814 Fairfield Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06605. Add $7.50 shipping. Phone: 800-879-4824. VISA/MC or FAX: 203-334-2077.
WANTED TO BUY

Tree spraying mist blower in gd. cond.
Phone: 916-852-9500.

Classified ad rates: $45 per inch (1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

Order Form

Please use this form to order Basic Training For Field Personnel and/or Chipper Use And Safety. Mail this form and payment to: National Arborist Association, The Meeting Place Mall, Route 101, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094.

Basic Training For Field Personnel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(NAA/ISA members) ___ (Quantity)</td>
<td>@ $75 ea.</td>
<td>$ _____</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Non-Member) ___ (Quantity)</td>
<td>@ $100 ea.</td>
<td>$ _____</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NAA/ISA members) ___ (Quantity)</td>
<td>@ $75 ea.</td>
<td>$ _____</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Non-Member) ___ (Quantity)</td>
<td>@ $100 ea.</td>
<td>$ _____</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chipper Use & Safety

(NAA/ISA members) ___ (Quantity) @ $40 ea. = $ _____
(Non-Member) ___ (Quantity) @ $60 ea. = $ _____

Company Name: ________________________________
Name of Individual Ordering: _______________________
Title: ________________________________ Phone: _______________________
Address: __________________________________________
City: __________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
□ MasterCard □ Visa Card Number: ______________________ Exp. Date: ___________
Signature: _________________________________________

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Phone 1(800)733-2622 Fax (603)672-2613

FEB. 93
THE KAN-DU STUMPER
THE ONLY STUMP GRINDER YOU NEED

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
• Designed by tree men for tree men.
• Self propelled - Fast walk travel speed.
• Except for cutting wheel, all work done with hydraulics - including steering.
• Cuts over 30" above ground & 24" below ground.
• Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.
• Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
• Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!

DSR, Inc. • 512 S. Summit • Sioux Falls, SD 57104 • (800) 359-2235 • (605) 334-0775
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A Day In The Park

By Woody Dukes

After 19 years in the field as a practicing arborist, I look forward to situations that tax the mind and skills of the best of us. Although I know difficult situations are out there, I have yet to find one when I would say: “Let somebody else do it; I won’t.” This is a case in point, which was not necessarily dangerous, but was a challenge.

At the south end of one of our parks, a large native oak tree stood leaning over the fence of neighboring property owners. The property owners were concerned about the possibility that the tree would fall over and damage and/or destroy their landscaping and outbuildings.

The tree’s condition was fair, with some questionable scars and discoloration at the base. It fit one of our criteria as a hazardous tree as it leaned more than 30 degrees. Virtually all of the tree was over the property owners’ yard, but it was our responsibility because it was rooted on the park side of the fence.

There were no other trees on either side of it or even directly behind it, so we had a brainstorm session. This is something we always do in a non-routine situation. We are all professionals, with four men collectively having 80 years of experience. We discuss any and all ideas and work out the details. We look at even the most zany ideas. Who knows? Even if the basic concept won’t work, parts of it might.

A crane is the usual first call in situations like this, but none were available. So we decided to consider other options. About 50 feet behind the oak were two 100-foot tall Douglas firs. One idea was to run a rope up over a higher crotch in a fir and swing from there. The problem was, however, that everything that was cut and roped would smash into the fir tree.

Looking at both firs, we noticed that they had an almost perfect equal angle and distance from the oak. If you looked down on these trees from above, they made a triangle with the oak at the top. Maybe we could swing the oak tree parts between the two firs.

We had some 18-inch long 1-by-4s, twine and a staple gun brought out to us from the shop. We spread the boards out on the ground and stapled two rows of twine to each. We ended up with what looked like two rope ladders.

Both firs had no lower branches for at least 60 feet. We tied a “ladder” around each fir right at the lowest branches. The working ends of two chokers were snugged up around each ladder and a chain was used to take up the difference, tying the two firs together.

We hung a pulley with the lowering line in the middle. The ladders were there to protect the bark of the fir trees from the grinding of the chokers wrapped around them. The twine made it possible to handle all the boards as one unit. The only other choice was to nail or otherwise attach each individual board to each of the firs.

A 4-foot choker tied to the end of the lowering line was tied to each piece to be cut, so that each could be hooked up and released quickly. A control line was attached to the clevis that connected the choker to the lowering line. This rope was then run through a good crotch in the oak within reach of the worker removing the tree parts. As parts were lowered, this line could be used to return the choker to the worker, and to control the rate of swing of each part to reduce the jerking action on the two fir trees.

It’s always a joy to see good rope handling when more than one rope and their handlers are in sync. Each branch landed perfectly, butt first at the chipper, and wood landed so soft that not a mark was left in the grass. Return of the choker was swift, hook-up and cut quick, and unhooking went almost unnoticed. It looked like a perpetual motion machine.

Once we got going, it seemed like only minutes before the tree was down and we were pulling out all of the rigging. Not too much longer and we were out of there. It was eerie to realize that it looked like nothing had happened.

Woody Dukes is an arborist with the tree unit of the Parks Department in Salem, Oregon.
Practical Rigging
An American Arborist Supplies sponsored article
By: Ron Danise

LIVING WITH SPECS AND FORMULAS

The last few trade shows at which I attended, it seemed as though everyone was quoting from this spec. or that formula. While I think it is good to understand the way in which formulas work, it is also important to remember that these are only guidelines. There is no way the manufacturers can foresee every problem in the field and every trap and pitfall we make ourselves. In fact, probably the single most commonly overlooked hazard is ourself...the human factor...

Almost all of the testing done takes place in a lab or on a break-tester. Very few real hard-core field tests are performed because the labs cannot go into the field. It is hard for a manufacturer to duplicate the use of a product in the same manner someone out in the field would use it. For example: a climber would use rope differently than any test in a lab could duplicate.

Since everyone uses rope differently, field tests will always yield different results. Everyone has a different opinion on how the product performed, so getting good test results based on fact and not just opinion is a difficult task in itself.

A few months ago, New England Ropes sent me two lengths of braided Safety Blue for field testing since they have changed cover-yarn type. Even though the rope performed well, I found myself unwilling to view it with an open mind, wondering why they would change cover yarns when what they already had worked so well. I must admit that I am a creature of habit and it is not an easy task for me to keep an open mind when faced with a 'new and improved' product.

I suspect that many new climbers and field crews view new products the same way. Because of this problem, manufacturers may have trouble getting new products into the field. And once they do, many times the new product is treated the same way as the old piece of equipment. Be sure to take the information supplied by the manufacturer, study it, and then use it as a base guide-line for application. It is up to the user to practice with the new piece of equipment and to learn to use it correctly.

Remember, any tool you use in the field is subject to your control; you set the guidelines for it's safe use. Some riggers have trouble with one broken rope after another and have several insurance claims every year, while other riggers go on making a good profit year after year, developing a good reputation and being able to ask for a little more for the work they do. I always find it interesting that these two types of people work out in the same place and under the same conditions. I cannot help thinking that the group making money and growing every year have, in fact, learned how to use the tools as they were intended to be used. They have learned to look at new products and to apply them in their operations so their jobs are a little easier and a little more profitable.

As always, it comes down to common sense; the ability to make good use of what is on hand and to use the right tool for the job. This is very important when considering the dangerous nature of our work and the need for constant safety consciousness.

So when buying a new tool, first see how well it fits into your work style. Do not buy a 5/8" sling and then wonder why it cannot stand up under twice it's load rating.

My advice is to keep your eyes and ears open. More experienced riggers have a wider array of equipment and more tricks with which to work. Keep up with new products being introduced into the market. Before long, someone might need one of the tricks out of your bag.

\[\text{American Arborist Supplies, Inc.}
882 S. Matlack Street, West Chester, PA 19382
\]
Natural Enemies.

The traditional way to stop caterpillars from feeding on shrubs and trees has been chemicals.

Now there's Foray®...a natural bioinsecticide that's safe to humans, as well as fish, mammals, birds, beneficial insects, and other non-targeted organisms. But also very effective at killing foliage-feeding caterpillars such as gypsy moths, loopers, leafrollers, webworms, bagworms, cankerworms, tent caterpillars and others.

Foray B.t. (Bacillus thuringiensis) does not contaminate groundwater. And it is biodegradable, too. No oils. No solvents. Foray is a safe and sound alternative to chemicals for both aquatic and terrestrial environments. More and more arborists are making enemies of caterpillars and friends of the environment by using Foray...naturally.

For more information on Foray, just call our toll-free number below.
ITS ECOLOGICAL

- At the Wood/Chuck Chipper Corporation, we are interested in the future of our environment.
- The Ecochip, Wood/Chuck's latest patented design, processes waste chips into a more desirable consumer product for mulching and/or composting.
- The Ecochip chips, then grinds, creating a smaller, more uniform chip, especially with palm fronds and stringy woods such as elm.

ITS ECONOMICAL

- The Ecochip slashes time, fuel and labor - reduces dumping fees and frequency of trips.
- The Ecochip increases truck capacity up to 50%.
- The Ecochip has the proven design and reliability of the drum style chipper.
- The Ecochip has NO waste product - only PROFIT.

-It Just Makes Dollars & Sense-

CALL TODAY 1-800-438-0671

Wood/Chuck Chipper Corporation
P.O. Box 400, Shelby, NC 28150

Please circle 42 on the Reader Service Card